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Subject Handling & Transporting Hazardous Materials
PROCEDURE: Moving & Handling Hazardous Materials on Campus
INTENDED AUDIENCE:

MC Faculty and Staff

PURPOSE: Applicable to transport between laboratories within a

building (e.g. in stairwells, elevators, through public or
non-lab spaces) and between buildings within a short
distance (e.g. across the street, down sidewalk, across
parking lot) Transport by bicycle or scooter is prohibited.

I. Knowledge
Before delivering Hazardous Materials on Campus, the employee must complete
required training:
1. Hazard Communication Training (Online MC Learns)
2. Bloodborne Pathogens Prevention [handling blood/infectious material]
3. Recommended: Personal Protective Equipment Training
REQUIRED: read Montgomery College Emergency Procedures and Chemical
Hygiene Plan.
II. Safety
* All containers must have labels that conform to OSHA Hazard Communication
Standard 29 CFR 1910.1200. This requirement is met if the container has the
original manufacturer's label, and the label is not torn, damaged, or in any way
illegible. Hazardous materials stored in non-original bottles must be properly
labeled with the chemical name and GHS symbol or text.
* Be prepared to clean a spill immediately if necessary. Portable spill kits are
required to accompany materials being moved.
*Have means to contact Public Safety for assistance in the event of an incident.
* The proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) will be used when handling
unpackaged bottles.
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III. Pre: Operation Steps
* A person with hazardous materials handling experience will package or inspect the
packaging prior to transportation for containers not in their original commercial shipment
packaging. Contact Environmental Safety Office if you need assistance.
* Place previously opened containers into an impermeable secondary container such as
a plastic tote bin, a rubber acid carrying bucket, plastic bucket, or a 5-gallon pail. Make
sure all containers used are compatible with the chemical to be transported. If necessary,
a small amount of packing material (shipping peanuts, vermiculite, or cardboard inserts),
that is compatible with the chemical(s), should be used to prevent bottles from tipping
over or breaking during transport. You should have proper PPE accessible in the event of
a spill. The use of secondary containers for unopened hazardous materials when in their
original shipping box is not necessary as long as the container is made secure. Any
secondary container that obscures a primary container's labeling must be labeled with the
same information.
* Safety Data Sheets [SDS or MSDS] will be available on the Montgomery College
Environmental Safety/CloudSDS database for all materials shipped. Paper copies will be
carried for highly hazardous materials. Examples of highly hazardous materials include
concentrated acids, bases, highly flammable liquids and highly toxic substances. For the
purpose of this document, "highly" is defined as GHS Category 1 or NFPA Diamond rating
4. Consult the (M)SDS for substance Categories & Ratings.
* Examples of materials where a SDS paper copy would not be carried could include low
toxicity chemicals and dilute solutions.
IV. During Operation Steps
* Avoid moving large or fragile materials by hand if a cart is available for transport
between laboratories, building floors, or between buildings
* CART REQUIREMENTS: cart must be clean, leak-proof and have at least a 2-inch lip to
contain a potential spill and prevent the container from sliding off. If moving between
buildings, sturdy carts with pneumatic wheels are preferred.
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* If hand carried, the container must be sealed, clearly labeled as above, and packaged
within another tightly sealed, clean leak-proof, shatter proof container OR in original
shipping packaging from manufacturer.
* Take care when moving materials through public spaces or high traffic walkways.
* Do not leave packages with hazardous materials unattended.
* Use freight elevators for moving chemicals between floors. If freight elevators are not
available, use uncrowded passenger elevators. I f this is not possible, be sure to warn
passengers or prohibit passengers from riding with you. Stairs should be used only if
elevators are not available.
Compressed Gas Cylinders:
* When transporting compressed gas cylinders, always use a proper gas cylinder hand
truck with the cylinder strapped to the cart and keep the cap in place. NEVER roll or drag a
compressed gas cylinder.
* Avoid riding elevators, if necessary, consider using a buddy system to have one
person send properly secured cylinder on the elevator, while another person waits at the
floor by the elevator doors where cylinder will arrive.

V. After Operation Steps

